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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� HTB-FeF3/rGO shows superior cyclic
stability due to the microstructure.

� Iron fluoride particles are intermixed
with reduced graphene oxide matrix.

� On charging, the hexagonal-
tungsten-bronze FeF3 framework is
not restored.
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a b s t r a c t

A facile water based synthesis method for HTB-FeF3/rGO and r-FeF3/rGO composites was developed using
FeF3 nanoparticles prepared by ball-milling and aqueous graphene oxide precursor. Electrodes of HTB-
FeF3/rGO were cast in ambient air and the calendered electrode shows a stable specific energy of
470 Wh kg�1 (210 mA h g�1, 12 mA g�1) after 100 cycles in the range 1.3e4.3 V with very little capacity
fading. The good cycle stability is attributed to the intimate contact of FeF3 nanoparticles with reduced
graphene oxide carbon surrounding. Using a combination of in situ XRD, XAS and ex situ M€ossbauer
spectroscopy, we show that during discharge of HTB-FeF3/rGO composite Li is intercalated fast into the
tunnels of the HTB-FeF3 structure up to x ¼ 0.92 Li. The Li intercalation is followed by slow conversion of
HTB-LixFeF3 to LiF and Fe nanoparticles below 2.0 V. During charge, the LiF and Fe phases are slowly
transformed to amorphous FeF2 and FeF3 phases without reformation of the HTB-FeF3 framework
nology, Institute of Nanotechnology, Hermann-von-Helmholtz Platz 1, 76344, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany.
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structure. At an elevated temperature of 55 �C a much higher specific energy of 780 Wh kg�1 was
obtained.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The energy density (gravimetric and volumetric) of fossil fuels
such as gasoline, diesel and, when extracted from natural gas also
hydrogen, is about 50e100 times higher than that of current Li-ion,
NiMH and lead acid batteries [1]. This explains why it is tremen-
dously difficult to develop full cell battery electric vehicles (BEVs),
which have the same or nearly the same driving range
(800e1200 km) than that of traditional automobiles based on the
internal combustion engine. Recently, the US department of energy
has defined a new target for electrochemical storage devices for
automotive applications [2]. For a car to reach a driving range of
300 miles (ca. 480 km), the battery needs to have an energy density
of 250 Wh kg�1 at system level, which is 2.5 times higher than
state-of-the-art battery packs currently in use for BEVs [3]. After
taking losses related to the electrode formulation (binder, carbon
additives), electrode casting (thickness of active layer and current
collector, porosity), cell construction (prismatic, pouch or round)
and battery stack assembly (battery management, cooling etc.) into
account, the electrode material is required to have a practical en-
ergy density of 700e800 Wh kg�1 at high C-rates.

Conversion materials, with the general formula
MnþXn þ n$e� þ n$Liþ $ M0 þ n$LiX and the ability to transfer
more than one electron per transition metal unit M (n > 1), are
considered as next generation high capacity cathode materials
[3,4]. In a conversion material, M is usually a 3d transition metal
and Xn� an anion such as H�, O2�, F�, S2� and Se2� [5]. The battery
is usually constructed in the charged state and on discharge, the
metal fluoride, metal oxide etc. is transformed into metal nano-
particles M0 dispersed in an insulatingmatrix of LiX [6]. Conversion
materials based on metal fluorides are particularly interesting,
because of the strong MeF bond, some of them such as FeF3, CoF3,
NiF3 and CuF2 have a high operating voltage (>2.5 V) suitable as
cathodes [7]. Among the fluorides, iron fluoride has the highest
theoretical energy density of 1950 Wh kg�1 (2.74 V, 712 mA h g�1)
and is non-toxic, environmentally friendly, cheap and abundant [8].

Traditionally, FeF3/C composites have been prepared by ball-
milling commercial rhombohedral FeF3 with carbon black to
reduce the primary particle size and to coat the r-FeF3 nanoparticles
with an electrically conducting layer of carbon [9,10]. This approach
leads to materials with large initial capacity up to the theoretical
maximum of 712 mA h g�1, but poor cycle stability as the carbon
coating is incomplete and not attached strongly enough to the FeF3
particle surface. The carbon shell “peels off” during prolonged
cycling due to pulverisation of the electrode (repeated formation of
Fe/LiF phases). Later, FeF3$nH2O nanoparticles have been prepared
by a liquid phase method using HF and combined with acetylene
black [11e13], activated carbon [14], CNTs [15] and graphene [16,17]
to obtain FeF3$nH2O/C composites. However, most composites
prepared via liquid phase method worked well in the Li-
intercalation range 2.0e4.5 V, but showed poor cycle stability in
the conversion range 1.0e4.5 V. To improve cycle stability, gra-
phene oxide has been recently utilised in a number of publications
to enable r-FeF3/rGO composite materials with strong FeF3/carbon
interactions [8,18e22]. For example, Liu et al. [19] have prepared a
r-FeF3/rGO composite consisting of in situ grown FeF3$3H2O
anchored on HF-etched graphene sheets. After removal of water,
the r-FeF3/rGO composite shows a remarkably high capacity of
210 mA h g�1 when cycled between 2.0 V and 4.5 V (C/5) and
490 mA h g�1 when cycled in the range 1.5e4.5 V (C/10). The good
cycle performance of this composite can be attributed to the high
electronic conductivity and the low ionic resistance of the graphene
sheets. Using a facile self-assembly approach, Zhao et al. [18] have
prepared free-standing r-FeF3/rGO paper from FeF3 nanoparticles
and graphene oxide water suspension followed by photothermal
reduction. The ability to self-assemble the r-FeF3/rGO paper was
attributed to attracting forces of FeF3 nanoparticles, which are
strongly hydrophilic and have a positive surface charge (zeta
potential ¼ 34(1) mV) and negatively charged graphene oxide
suspension (zeta potential ¼ �57(5) mV). The free-standing r-FeF3/
rGO paper used directly as cathode shows initial high capacity of
587 mA h g�1 (20 mA g�1), but cycle stability is poor with quick
capacity fading after 20 cycles due to the special architecture of the
free-standing r-FeF3/rGO paper.

Iron-fluoride based nanomaterials with orthorhombic
hexagonal-tungsten-bronze (HTB) structure were reported by Li
and co-workers [23e27] and prepared using a non-aqueous
approach in an ionic liquid medium. The HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O ma-
terial shows an interesting sponge-like morphology with needles
on the surface and high Li-ion mobility. When considered as Li-
intercalation host, HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O can store up to 0.66 Li per
formula unit (156 mA h g�1) and a reversible capacity of
130 mA h g�1 was observed in the range 1.6e4.5 V [23]. The sta-
bility of the HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O framework structure towards Li
insertion was attributed to the presence of zeolitic water in the
channels.

In this work, we developed a facile water based synthesis
method to produce HTB-FeF3/rGO (and r-FeF3/rGO) nano-
composites using aqueous graphene oxide suspension and FeF3
nanoparticles. The detailed charge/discharge mechanism in HTB-
FeF3/rGO was investigated using simultaneous in situ X-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy (XAS) above the Fe K-edge, X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and ex situ M€ossbauer spectroscopy. The combination of
such methods determines unambiguously the charge state of Fe,
the life cycle of initial crystalline HTB-FeF3 phase and the Fe local
surrounding [28e30].

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of graphene oxide

Graphene oxide (GO) was used as a precursor for FeF3/rGO
composite materials and prepared from natural graphite flakes
using a modified Hummer's method as described previously [18].
Details of the synthesis procedure are given in the Supporting
Information.

2.2. Synthesis of HTB-FeF3/rGO and r-FeF3/rGO composites

The FeF3/rGO composite materials were prepared by using ball-
milled FeF3 and aqueous GO suspension followed by thermal
reduction. In a typical synthesis, FeF3 (3.0 g, Alfa Aesar, 98%) was
placed in a WC milling vial inside an argon filled glove box and
milled with a ball-to-powder ratio of 60 at 150 rpm for 20 h using a



Table 1
Synthesis conditions. Pre BM: ball-milling of FeF3 before mixing with GO suspension; post BM: additional ball-milling of composite material after grinding; reduction
temperature and time; ICP-OES elemental concentrations of Fe and S; calculated FeF3 (taking phase fractions and lattice water into account) and rGO carbon assuming the
remaining element is carbon.

No. Pre BM Post BM Temp.
�C

Time
h

Fe
wt %

S
wt %

FeF3
wt %

C
wt %

1 e e 300 4 32.2 6.6 65.1 28.4
2 x e 200 12 40.0 2.7 84.0 13.3
3a x x 200 12 38.5 2.3 78.6 19.1

a Repetition of sample 2.
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Fritsch Pulverisette 6 planetary mill. Ball-milled FeF3 (4.5 g) was
dispersed in deionised water (60 mL) using an ultrasonic bath. The
FeF3/water suspension was added to GO suspension (300 mL) and
stirred for 5 min. The suspension thickened after merging of the
two liquids. The water was removed at 60 �C under vacuumwith a
rotary evaporator until completely dry. The black residue was
reduced at 200e300 �C under argon mixed with 5 wt % H2 for
4e12 h inside a tube furnace followed by a natural cool down to
room temperature. The black residuewasmortared into a fine black
powder followed by mild ball-milling (150 rpm, 20 min). Details of
the synthesis procedure of samples 1e3 are given in Table 1. For the
structural study, the procedure of sample 2 was repeated to obtain
more material.

2.3. Physical characterisation

The elemental concentrations of Fe and S were determined
using inductive coupled plasmaeoptical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES). Laboratory powder X-ray diffraction patterns were
collected using a STOE Stadi P diffractometer equipped with a
Dectris Mythen 1 K linear silicon strip detector and Ge(111) double
crystal monochromator (Mo Ka1, l ¼ 0.7093 Å) in Debye-Scherrer
geometry. Samples were filled into 0.7 mm borosilicate capillaries
and data collected between 3 and 63� 2q. The mass fractions of
crystalline phases were determined by the Rietveld method using
the TOPAS-Academic software [31]. M€ossbauer spectra were
recorded using a constant acceleration-type spectrometer in
transmission geometry with a moving source of 57Co in a Rh ma-
trix. Approximately 50 mg material was sealed into a plastic bag
inside an argon filled glove box. The isomer shift is given relative to
a-Fe at room temperature.

2.4. Morphological characterisation

SEMmicrographs were recorded at 10 kV using a Zeiss Leo-1530
scanning electron microscope (InLens detector) equipped with an
Oxford Instruments X-maxN EDX detector. TEM characterisation
Table 2
Rietveld refinement parameters. r-FeF3 and HTB-FeF3$nH2O phase fractions; refined
oxygen occupancy and water content n; refined lattice parameters of main FeF3
phase. Literature data: r-FeF3: a ¼ 5.362 Å, a ¼ 57.94� [53], HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O:
a ¼ 7.423 Å, b ¼ 12.730 Å, c ¼ 7.526 Å [43].

No. r-FeF3
wt %

HTB-FeF3
wt %

O occ., nH2O Ref. LP's
Å, �

1 89(1) 11(1) e a: 5.3558(5)
a: 58.098(7)

2 11.5(4) 88.5(4) 0.84(1), 0.28 a: 7.384(3)
b: 12.780(5)
c: 7.5339(5)

3a 20.9(4) 77.1(4) 0.26(1), 0.09 a: 7.397(1)
b: 12.761(2)
c: 7.5412(6)

a Repetition of sample 2.
was carried out using an aberration image corrected FEI Titan
80e300 transmission electron microscope equipped with a Gatan
imaging filter (Tridiem 863) operated at 80 kV. Samples were
prepared by dispersing a small amount of powder onto holey car-
bon Au grids (Quantifoil) inside an argon filled glove box and
transferred under Ar to the sample chamber using a Gatan vacuum
transfer holder.
2.5. Electrochemical characterisation

Galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments of FeF3/rGO cath-
odes vs. Li-metal anode were performed using Swagelok-type cells
and CR2032 coin cells. For Swagelok cells, the powders were mixed
with 10 wt % carbon black and used directly without casting. For
coin cells, a slurry was prepared and the material cast onto Al foil.
Details of the electrode preparation are given by Baunach et al. [32]
and in the Supporting Information. Batteries were tested using an
Arbin Instruments BT2000 galvanostat in the voltage range
1.3e4.3 V.
2.6. In situ XAS/XRD characterisation

Simultaneous X-ray absorption spectra and diffraction patterns
were recorded in situ at the Swiss-Norwegian Beamline (BM01B) of
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble,
France. The home-built battery cells with glassy carbon windows
transparent for X-rays were constructed as described previously
Fig. 1. Rietveld refinement of HTB-FeF3/rGO (2) composite (l ¼ 0.7093 Å). The green
dots correspond to experimental data, the black line is the calculated fit. The blue and
black tick marks are at the Bragg positions of HTB-FeF3$0.28H2O and r-FeF3 phases,
respectively. The inset shows the HTB-FeF3 structure [43] with hexagonal tunnels
along the c-axis filled 1/3 with water molecules (red spheres). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)



Fig. 2. Electrochemical performance of HTB-FeF3/rGO (2). a) Cyclic stability of as cast and calendered films in coin cells at 25 �C and 40 �C in comparison with FeF3 ball-milled with
carbon black. b) Rate capability test of as cast and calendered films at 25 �C and 55 �C. The grey bar indicates the target of 700e800 Wh/kg on materials level [3]. c) Galvanostatic
profile and d) cyclic voltammogram of powder in a Swagelok cell with reference to charge/discharge regions defined in Fig. 4.
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[28]. Two cells were installed in parallel on a rotational stage and
galvanostatic charge/discharge curves recorded using Gamry
Interface 1000 potentiostats with a constant current of 50 mA. On
each cell, diffractionwas recorded for 15 min followed by Fe K-edge
absorption for 20 min, then the stage was turned 180� for the other
cell and data collection resumed. Ten 2D diffraction images were
recordedwith 5 s acquisition time by the CMOS-Dexela 2D detector.
Both the wavelength l ¼ 0.50574 Å and the sample-to-detector
distance of 324.05 mm were calibrated using LaB6 and silicon
powder standards. Subsequent averaging and integration were
carried out using Fit2D software [33]. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption
spectra were measured in transmission mode employing a Si(111)
monochromator in continuous scanning mode. Ionization cham-
bers were used to monitor intensity before and after the sample
and a Fe foil was measured simultaneously with the sample as a
reference compound to monitor a possible energy drift.
2.7. Theoretical methods

The series of Fe K-edge XANES spectra collected at different
voltages were mathematically decomposed into spectra repre-
senting phases formed during charge/discharge using principle
component analysis (PCA) [34] as implemented into FitIt software
[35]. The concentrations of the components and spectra itself were
determined using physical constraints: spectra should be
normalized, the values of concentrations should be positive, two of
three components under consideration should represent initial
FeF3 state and final Fe state of composite material.
3. Results and discussion

The HTB-FeF3/rGO and r-FeF3/rGO composites were synthesised
using an aqueous graphene oxide water suspension and commer-
cial FeF3 as described in the experimental section. Depending on
the synthesis conditions (pre ball-milled vs. as received FeF3,
temperature, grinding of composite vs. additional ball-milling), the
composites contained a mixture of rhombohedral FeF3 and
hexagonal-tungsten-bronze-type HTB-FeF3 polymorphs with
varying weight fractions and a small amount of WC (<1 wt %)
introduced by abrasion during ball-milling (Table 2). Using pre ball-
milled nanocrystalline FeF3, the majority of r-FeF3 was transformed
to HTB-FeF3, whereas using the r-FeF3 as received, the amount of
HTB-FeF3 in the composites was much less. The water based gra-
phene oxide process is scalable, HF-free and depending on the
concentration of GO suspension, composites with a variable
amount of 13e28 wt% reduced graphene oxide (rGO) were pro-
duced. This is an advantage, as the optimal carbon content is fine-
tuneable for production of a commercial material with an optimal
electrical conductivity and gravimetric capacity. The HTB-FeF3
structure has large hexagonal channels along the c-axis which can



Fig. 3. Morphology of HTB-FeF3/rGO (2) composite. a) SEM micrograph showing FeF3 particles and rGO carbon. b) HR-TEM micrograph of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) with FFT
pattern of rGO in inset (d ¼ 3.5 Å). c) Brightfield TEM image of FeF3 particles (dark) embedded in rGO carbon. The SAED pattern (inset) shows a diffractogrammatching reflections of
the HTB-FeF3 structure. d) HAADF STEM image of a selected microporous FeF3 particle with an average pore diameter of d ¼ 6 nm.
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accommodate additional lattice water (Fig. 1). Refinement of the O
occupancy shows that the HTB-FeF3$nH2O phase in composites (2)
and (3) is partially dehydrated with n ¼ 0.28 (2) and n ¼ 0.09 (3),
respectively. The removal of lattice water is also indicated by a
slight contraction of the a-axis (5.3‰ (2), 3.5‰ (3)) and expansion
of the c-axis (1.1‰ (2), 2.0‰ (3)).
3.1. Electrochemical performance

The electrochemical performance of the composites (1e3) was
found to be very similar after the first cycle irrespective of the
amount of HTB-FeF3 and r-FeF3 polymorphs present. Electrodes of
HTB-FeF3/rGO (2) composite were prepared using a self-made
batch coating machine with a custom designed slot nozzle dryer
(Fig. S1, xESI). The hygroscopic FeF3 is well protected by the rGO
carbon from ambient moisture enabling casting on the bench
without affecting the performance of the electrode. This is benefi-
cial as no special dry-room or inert gas conditions are required to
produce high-quality, production-grade electrodes from these
materials. The electrochemical performance of HTB-FeF3/rGO (2) is
shown in Fig. 2. Please note, the cyclic stability and rate capability
are plotted against specific energy in order to be able to compare
the performancewith other classes of batterymaterials. Alternative
plots using specific capacity are given in the Supporting
Information Fig. S2. The composite was cycled at two different
temperatures using as cast and calendered electrodes (Fig. 2a).
After the first few initial cycles, the HTB-FeF3/rGO composite shows
excellent cycle stability compared to a r-FeF3 composite prepared
by ball-milling with an equivalent amount of carbon black (HTB-
FeF3 (2): 22 wt % total (rGO þ CB); r-FeF: 30 wt % CB, cyan curve).
The as cast HTB-FeF3/rGO electrode shows a stable specific energy
of 368Wh kg�1 (166mA h g�1, 12.8mA g�1, black curve) at 25 �C for
100 cycles with negligible capacity fading after the 40th cycle. The
stable cycle performance is attributed to a very firm contact of FeF3
particles with the electron conducting reduced graphene oxide
environment. The good contact is an effect of the attracting forces
of the positively charged FeF3 particle surface and negatively
charged graphene oxide in water before drying [18]. Calendering
the electrode increases the specific energy by 29% to 474 Wh kg�1

(215 mA h g�1, cycle 40e100, blue curve) without affecting the long
term cyclic stability due to pulverisation of small FeF3 agglomerates
present in the as cast electrode. Raising the temperature of the
calendered electrode from 25 �C to 40 �C increases the specific
energy further by 24% to 586Wh kg�1 (277mA h g�1, 40e60 cycles,
red curve) compared to the calendered electrode cycled at 25 �C. At
40 �C, the conversion rate of FeF3 into LiF and Fe is accelerated due
to higher ion mobility. However, after 60 cycles (not shown) the
specific energy increases abnormally fast due to decomposition of
the LiPF6 electrolyte [36].

Rate capability tests of as cast and calendered HTB-FeF3 (2)
electrodes were performed at two different temperatures and are
shown in Fig. 2b. The grey bar represents the specific energy target



Fig. 4. In situ XAS/XRD experiment of HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) composite. Top: Voltage profile during charge/discharge of the cell with grey circles indicating points where ex situ
M€ossbauer spectra were collected. Middle: PCA concentration profile of Fe, Fe2þ and Fe3þ components obtained from simultaneous decomposition of 260 Fe K-edge XANES spectra.
Bottom: XRD contour plot (l ¼ 0.51 Å) showing evolution of HTB-FeF3, LiF and Fe phases during charge/discharge.
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of 700e800 Wh kg�1 required for practical automotive batteries
[3]. Both calendering and the elevated temperature has a beneficial
effect on the rate performance. The calendered electrode cycled at
55 �C shows a high average initial discharge energy of 900Wh kg�1

(435 mA h g�1, 17 mA g�1, red curve) over cycles 2e4, which ex-
ceeds the target on materials level by 100e200Wh kg�1. When the
current density is raised to 0.84 A g�1 (equivalent to 1.2 C), the
specific energy drops considerably to 180 Wh kg�1 (80 mA h g�1).
Compared to the fast Li-ion diffusion into the HTB-FeF3 tunnel
structure and other Li-intercalation host materials such as NMC, the
conversion of HTB-LixFeF3 to LiF/Fe nanoparticles is slow leading to
a kinetic limitation of the material. After changing the discharge
current back to its initial value of 17 mA g�1, the calendered elec-
trode lost 19% of its initial capacity due to degradation of electronic
as well as ionic contact within the electrode.

The galvanostatic charge/discharge profile shown in Fig. 2c re-
sembles that of HTB-FeF3 in the first cycle and amorphous FeF3 in
subsequent cycles as will be shown later. In the first cycle, there is a
short plateau above 2.8 V where Li intercalation into the HTB-FeF3
tunnel structure takes place [23,24] followed by a sloping region
above 2 V and a long plateau due to conversion of HTB-LixFeF3 into
LiF and Fe nanoparticles. In summary, the overall conversion re-
action can be written as FeF3 þ 3$e� þ 3$Liþ $ Fe0 þ 3$LiF leading
to a theoretical capacity of 712 mA h g�1 (1950 Wh kg�1) for the 3
electron transfer. There is a large irreversible capacity loss of
135mA h g�1 in the first cycle due to formation of a solid electrolyte
interface on the Li-metal anode [37] or because of as yet uniden-
tified reactions of the FeF3 cathode with the electrolyte. After
complete discharge, the HTB-FeF3 is transformed into Fe metal
nanoparticles embedded into an insulating matrix of LiF nano-
crystallites [6]. In subsequent cycles, the discharge plateau above
2.8 V is shortened considerably due to collapse of the HTB tunnel
structure and subsequent formation of amorphous FeF3, which has
less capacity for Li storage than the HTB framework structure.

The CV diagram in Fig. 2d clearly shows that the charge/
discharge mechanism in the first cycle (black) differs from the
storage mechanism in subsequent cycles (letters aef correspond to
regions defined in Fig. 4). In the first cycle, the intercalation region a
has a pronounced discharge peak with a maximum at 2.7 V. In
subsequent cycles, peak e is shifted from 2.7 V to 2.9 V and is much
broader compared to the first cycle indicating a solid solution or
surface charge storage mechanism rather than an intercalation
process. The conversion regimes b and c are characterised by a large
voltage hysteresis of approximately 1.2 V due to the phase trans-
formations [38].

3.2. Microstructure

The microstructure of HTB-FeF3/rGO (2) was investigated using
SEM, TEM and BET. The SEM image in Fig. 3a shows a large HTB-
FeF3/rGO particle with a textured surface covered by smaller HTB-
FeF3/rGO particles. EDX analysis (Fig. S3, xESI) shows a strong
overlap between C, O, S and F elemental maps indicating that HTB-
FeF3 particles are intermixed with rGO. The graphene oxide con-
tains 2e7 wt % sulphur due to incomplete removal of sulphuric acid
[39] as determined by ICP-OES (Table 1) and XPS (Fig. S4, xESI). The
C1s XPS spectrum of r-FeF3/rGO (1) consists of the same carbon
functionalities found for graphene oxide [40], but with reduced
intensities of the CeO and C]O peaks indicating partial de-
oxygenation by the reduction process. The HR-TEM micrograph
(Fig. 3b) shows an onion-like graphitic carbon morphology. The
graphitic layers have an interlayer spacing of d ¼ 3.5 Å, which is in



Fig. 5. M€ossbauer spectra of as prepared HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) composite, discharged to
3.0 V, 1.9 V and 1.3 V and charged to 4.3 V. The experimental spectrum is given as black
dots and the total fit as a black line. Components of the fit are shown as coloured lines
above the spectrum.

Table 3
Ex situ M€ossbauer parameters of HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) during charge/discharge. Isomer
shift (IS), quadrupole splitting (QS), Lorentzian linewidth (G) and hyperfine splitting
(BHF). IS relative to a-Fe. Reported values for known iron fluorides are given for
comparison.

Statea

V
IS
mm s�1

QS
mm s�1

G
mm s�1

BHF

T
Area
%

As prep. 0.47(1) 0.54(18) 0.67(10) e 61.9
0.50(2) 0.22(2) 0.46(7) e 28.0
1.14(2) 2.56(3) 0.4 e 7.0
0.46(1) 0.01(3) 0.41(5) 40.4(1) 3.0

3.0 0.33(3) 0.62(5) 0.598(6) e 57.8
1.305(5) 2.300(9) 0.49(1) e 28.0
1.35(8) 1.4(2) 0.45(5) e 14.2

1.9 1.321(2) 1.76(2) 0.31(4) e 46.0
1.302(2) 2.434(6) 0.56(2) e 33.9
0.43(1) 1.02(1) 0.81(3) e 20.0

1.3 0 e 0.70(2) e 55.5
1.27(4) 1.45(7) 1.10(3) e 23.3
0.405(4) 0.979(6) 0.5 e 21.2

4.3 0.456(2) 0.709(4) 0.649(2) e 75.0
1.279(7) 2.11(2) 0.78(2) e 17.3
1.167(4) 2.83(1) 0.44(2) e 7.7

FeF3$0.33H2O [43] 0.439(2) 0.640(4) 0.50(1) e e

HTB-FeF3b [44] 0.400(5) 0.58(2) 0.49(4) e 61(5)
0.419(5) 0.23(2) 0.36(4) 39(5)

r-FeF3 [45] 0.474(6) 0.05(1) 0.246 40.4(2) e

a-FeF3 [54] 0.48 0.58 0.45 e e

FeOF [55] 0.397 1.18 e e e

FeF2 [56] 1.37 2.78 0.23 e e

n-FeF2 [46] 1.289bulk 2.733 0.352 e 75
1.267int. 1.968 0.550 25

a r: rhombohedral; n: nanocrystalline; a: amorphous.
b IS converted from 100 K to 300 K [57].
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good agreement with the d-spacing of reduced graphene oxide [41]
(but larger than d ¼ 3.356(4) Å reported for graphite [42]). The
enlarged interlayer distance is in agreement with lattice defects
and residual oxygen groups on the surface which create anchor
sites for FeF3 particles. Fig. 3c shows HTB-FeF3 nanoparticles (dark)
embedded in a carbon matrix. The SAED pattern (inset) is in good
agreement with the HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O structure [43]. A small
portion of the HTB-FeF3 particles shows mesoporosity with an
average pore diameter of 6 nm (Fig. 3d and Fig. S5, xESI). However,
the BET surface area of 20.1 m2/g and the cumulative pore volume
of 0.04 cm3/g (Fig. S6, xESI) are small for a truly “porous” material
indicating that the majority of HTB-FeF3 particles exist as a dense
solid phase. These dense particles are not accessible by N2 mole-
cules in BET measurements, but are involved in the Li diffusion
process during intercalation and conversion reactions. The com-
bined TGA/DSC/MS analysis (Fig. S7, xESI) shows that the HTB-FeF3/
rGO (2) composite is thermally stable in air up to 300 �C.

3.3. Reaction mechanism

To investigate Fe oxidation state changes and the phases formed
during intercalation and conversion of HTB-FeF3/rGO, we collected
simultaneous in situ synchrotron X-ray absorption and X-ray
diffraction data and ex situ laboratory M€ossbauer spectra at certain
points in the first and beginning of second cycle. Fe K-edge XANES
and M€ossbauer spectra unambiguously determine the oxidation
state of Fe, and are able to provide structural information when
compared to literature data and theoretical simulations. On the
other hand, XRD is able to detect changes in the long-range order as
Li is intercalated. Fig. 4 shows the voltage profile with points where
ex situM€ossbauer spectra have been collected, the Fe concentration
profile calculated from the Fe K-edge XANES spectra using principle
component analysis (PCA), and a contour plot of X-ray diffraction
data. All XANES spectra were decomposed by the PCA method into
three subspectra, which correspond to Fe, FeF2 and FeF3 phases
(Fig. S8, xESI). Best guess structural phases determined with each
technique will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Before cycling, the as prepared HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) composite
consists mainly of HTB-FeF3 with hexagonal tungsten bronze
structure and large hexagonal channels along the c-axis (Fig. 1). The
channels are almost completely dehydrated (0.09 H2O) and there is
space to accommodate further Li atoms in the tunnels [24]. The XAS
spectrum shows a Fe3þ oxidation state and the spectrum resembles
that of FeF3. However, the local structures of r-FeF3 and HTB-FeF3
consist of very similar corner-sharing FeF6 octahedra and cannot be
easily distinguished by XAS. The M€ossbauer spectrum (Fig. 5) of as
prepared HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) composite shows two doublets, one
with a larger quadrupole splitting (QS) of 0.5(2) mm s�1 and one
with a smaller QS of 0.22(2) mm s�1 (Table 3). The large Fe3þ

doublet is in good agreement with the fully hydrated structure
HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O with 1/3 water in the channels [43]. The small
Fe3þ doublet is due to the partial removal of H2O molecules from
the channels and, as has been observed by XRD, represents the
partially dehydrated HTB-FeF3 structure reported by Calage et al.
[44]. TheM€ossbauer spectrum also indicates the presence of a small
amount of r-FeF3 (3 area %) with a large magnetic hyperfine split-
ting of 40.4 T in agreement with the XRD refinement (Table 2) [45].
Additionally, there is a Fe2þ component (7% area) with an isomer
shift of 1.14(2) mm s�1 and a large QS of 2.56(3) mm s�1. These



Fig. 6. a) In situ X-ray diffraction patterns of HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) composite collected
during first discharge showing a peak shift due to Li intercalation into HTB-FeF3. Li
reflections (*) have been excluded for clarity. b) Relative lattice expansion calculated
from refined lattice parameters of HTB-LixFeF3 phase. Fig. 7. In situ Fe K-edge XAS spectra of HTB-FeF3/rGO (3) showing a) Li-intercalation

with characteristic isosbestic points (marked with numbers 1e4). The inset shows
the derivative spectra with increasing Fe2þ and decreasing Fe3þ peak intensity. b)
Conversion of HTB-FeF3 into LiF and Fe indicated by a second set of isosbestic points.
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parameters suggest some form of nanocrystalline FeF2 [46], and it is
known that r-FeF3 is not stable under high-energy ball-milling
conditions and tends to partially reduce to FeF2 [47]. However, the
particle size of FeF2 must be very small as no additional macro-
scopic FeF2 phase was identified in the XRD pattern.

During discharge (Fig. 4, regions a, b), Li is intercalated into the
HTB-FeF3 structure up to a voltage of 2.0 V as has been observed
previously [24], and is subsequently transformed into LiF and Fe
nanoparticles when discharging to the cut-off voltage of 1.3 V.
During the Li intercalation process (region a), reflections of HTB-
FeF3 shift to lower 2q values with a corresponding unit cell volume
expansion of approx. 5% (Fig. 6). The cell expansion is fairly linear
(with time) up to the end of the voltage plateau at 2.5 V, which is
in agreement with a topotactical Li-insertion process described by
Vegard's law [48]. The XAS spectra of the Li-intercalation process
(Fig. 7a) show four isosbestic points characteristic for a two phase
mixture consisting of HTB-FeF3 and HTB-LixFeF3. At the end of the
intercalation process, the Fe3þ peak (inset Fig. 7a) has almost
entirely disappeared and the iron atoms are mainly in a Fe2þ state
corresponding to a fully intercalated HTB-LixFeF3 structure. From
the Fe3þ consumption at the end of region a (Fig. 4, PCA) we
calculated that x ¼ 0.92 Li, which is much larger than the
maximum of 0.66 Li for HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O found by the Maier
group [24]. We think this is possible because in the partially
dehydrated HTB-FeF3$0.09H2O structure, there is more room for Li
atoms available compared to HTB-FeF3$0.33H2O with 1/3 of the
channels already occupied by water molecules. The M€ossbauer
spectra (Fig. 5) collected in the middle and end of region (a) (3.0 V
and 1.9 V, respectively), show a number of Fe2þ and Fe3þ doublets,
which cannot be assigned unambiguously to any known iron
fluoride phases. As XRD provides clear evidence that within this
voltage range the prominent mechanism is intercalation, we as-
sume that these subspectra belong to different environments in
partially lithiated HTB-LixFeF3.

In the conversion regime below 2.0 V (Fig. 4, region b), HTB-
LixFeF3 converts to LiF/Fe nanoparticles as can be clearly seen by the
appearance of a broad LiF/Fe peak in the XRD contour plot and from
the in situ XAS spectra (Fig. 7b). The XAS spectra show another set
of isosbestic points and a growing Fe0 peak (inset) indicating two
phases in equilibrium (LiF cannot be seen by FeeK edge XAS). The
PCA concentration profile (Fig. 4) shows that the cell after full
discharge contains 63% Fe2þ, 36% Fe0 and no Fe3þ. This clearly
shows that the conversion of HTB-LixFeF3 to LiF/Fe was not com-
plete and is much slower compared to the fast Li-intercalation
process in the beginning of discharge. A second cell, which was
discharged to 1.3 V prior to the synchrotron experiment, had a
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much higher Fe content of 57% Fe0 and 41% Fe2þ at the end of
discharge and this cell was used in subsequent charge/discharge
cycles (Fig. 4, regions cef). The ex situ M€ossbauer spectrum (Fig. 5)
collected after full discharge at 1.3 V shows a Fe0 singlet due to
superparamagnetic Fe nanoparticles [49,50] and two doublets for
Fe2þ and Fe3þ, respectively, which are attributed to partially lithi-
ated, unreacted HTB-LixFeF3.

During charge (Fig. 4, regions c, d), the LiF/Fe nanoparticles
transform reversibly to FeF2 and FeF3 [49,51]. The XRD diffraction
data did not showany new phases during charge indicating that the
FeF2 and FeF3 particles are nanocrystallinewith domain sizes below
the coherent X-ray scattering length. However, the transformation
of Fe into FeF2 and FeF3 is clearly visible in the PCA concentration
profile. In the beginning of the charge process (region c), the
amount of Fe2þ increases indicating formation of FeF2, and above
3.9 V (region d) the Fe2þ concentration decreases fast with
concomitant oxidation and formation of FeF3. The M€ossbauer
spectrum collected after full charge at 4.3 V (Fig. 5) shows a large
Fe3þ doublet, which is in good agreement with an amorphous FeF3
phase. The spectrum also contains two Fe2þ doublets, one with a
small QS of 2.11(2) mm s�1 and one with a large QS of 2.83(1)
mm s�1, which are in good agreement with nanocrystalline FeF2
(Table 3). This is evidence that the charge process does not go via
the HTB-framework structure forming HTB-LixFeF3$nH2O, but
rather through the formation of rutile FeF2 and amorphous FeF3
phases. The trace amounts of hydration water, which are released
into the electrolyte upon destruction of the HTB-FeF3$nH2O
framework, lead most probably to hydrolysis of a small portion of
LiPF6 [52]. Liu et al. [12] have investigated the conversion mecha-
nism of FeF3$nH2O (n¼ 0, 0.33 and 3) and found that during charge
the initial FeF3 hydrates are restored. In contrast to the observation
of Liu and co-workers, the hydration water in our HTB-FeF3$nH2O
phases is effectively removed during first discharge and therefore
not available to reform the HTB framework.

4. Conclusion

We have synthesised HTB-FeF3/rGO (and r-FeF3/rGO) com-
posite materials as a high energy cathode for Li-ion batteries
from graphene oxide suspension and commercial FeF3 using a
HF-free and scalable preparation method. The composites consist
of a phase mixture of HTB-FeF3 and r-FeF3 polymorphs depend-
ing on ball-milling conditions and temperature during reduction
process. HTB-FeF3/rGO composites show a stable discharge ca-
pacity of 400e450 mA h g�1 at 55 �C vs. Li metal anode and a
remarkably good cyclic stability over 100 cycles. The good cycle
performance was attributed to the microstructure, which con-
sists of FeF3 particles embedded into a matrix of graphene oxide.
The close contact of hygroscopic FeF3 particles with carbon per-
mits the preparation of high quality electrodes without the need
of moisture protection in ambient air and maintains electronic as
well as Li ionic conductivity during prolonged cycling. The
detailed reaction mechanism was investigated using a combina-
tion of in situ XAS, XRD and ex situ M€ossbauer spectroscopy.
Upon discharge, Li is inserted fast into the HTB-FeF3 tunnel
structure followed by a slow conversion reaction to LiF/Fe
nanoparticles. Upon charge, LiF/Fe is slowly converted back to
rutile FeF2 and amorphous FeF3 phases without reformation of
the HTB-FeF3 framework. The HTB-FeF3/rGO material is able to
deliver a high specific energy of 700e800 Wh kg�1 at elevated
temperature and slow rates, but the energy density is reduced at
higher rates due to kinetic limitations of the conversion reaction.
A solid or liquid electrolyte suitable for cycling the material
above 100 �C might be a way to improve the energy density and
rate capability of HTB-FeF3/rGO significantly.
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